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What do “labs” mean to you?
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Initiative









CSM Water Audit

1.  Lecture

2.  Campus as a Living Lab

3.  Take-home Assignment



ENGAGE



What percentage of the 
Earth is made up of water?

A.    42%
B.    63%
C.    71%
D.    97%



What percentage of the Earth’s 
water is available for us to use?

A.   <1%
B.    <25%
C.    >52%
D.    >75%







EMPOWER



What can I do?



1. Clipboard & audit form
2. Pen or pencil
3. Drip gauge
4. Flow bag
5. Timer (use phone)

Lab Materials









“We are using the campus as a living lab for our 
BIOL 110 class by learning about water 

resources and consumption and are doing our 
part by performing a water audit.”



Identify Sink Faucet Type

Automatic Push Timer Manual



Identify Toilet Type

Manual Flush Automatic Flush Dual Flush



Identifying Toilet Manufacturer



Identify Leaks



Using the Drip Gauge for 
Sink Faucet Leaks

GPD = gallons per day



Measuring Sink Gallons Per Minute 
(gpm)

Use timer and hold flow bag 
underneath water flow for 5 seconds

Hold bag up and view the 
gpm listed



Reuse Water

Pour water from the flow bag into the bucket and when audited area is 
complete, water the plants outside



Measuring Toilet Gallons Per Flush 
(gpf)

1. Use timer to time the number of 
seconds it takes for one flush.  Time 
from the moment the flush begins until 
water has refilled the toilet bowl

2. Use the equation to get the gpf:

(flush time in seconds - 1) / 2 = gpf

3. If the toilet has a dual flush, find the gpf 
of each of the two flush functions

















ENRICH











“I think this lab was a great ‘mind opener.’ We 
got to find out how much water we use every 
time we flush a toilet or wash our hands. We can 
also see the difference that the dual versus 
manual flush in water usage. Thank You!”

“The lab makes me understand that 
I am part of the biological system. Instead of doing 
other biology labs that may seem far away from our 

life, this lab let me contribute to the community that 
I live in. By understanding the importance of water 

waste, I will closely pay attention to the water 
amount that I use every day.”











TAKE  ACTION



Transportation

Built Environment

Climate ChangeEnergy

Waste Procurement



1. Discuss campus as a living lab ideas

2. Select one activity

3. Identify partnerships (Faculty in other departments, Facilities)

4. How will the activity:
Empower, Engage, and Enrich 

5. Share your group’s idea with everyone ☺



Transportation

Built Environment

Climate ChangeEnergy

Waste Procurement




